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Abstract

Disorder can localize the eigenstates of one-dimensional non-Hermitian systems, lead-
ing to an Anderson transition with a critical exponent of 1. We show that, due to the
lack of energy conservation, the dynamics of individual, real-space wave packets follows
a different behavior. Both transitions between localization and unidirectional ampli-
fication, as well as transitions between distinct propagating phases become possible.
The critical exponent of the transition is close to 1/2 in propagating-propagating and
(de)localization transitions.
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1 Introduction

Wave propagation in a strongly disordered medium stops due to Anderson localization [1].
The latter depends only on macroscopic properties of the medium, such as its dimensionality,
symmetries, and topological invariants. In one space dimension (1D), for instance, generic dis-
order will localize all eigenstates, even if the disorder strength is infinitesimally weak. On the
other hand, weak anti-localization becomes possible in two- and higher-dimensional systems,
depending on their symmetries [2]. In such cases, the full spectrum of a disordered energy-
conserving medium contains regions of localized and extended states, which are separated by
mobility edges.

Unlike energy-conserving media, non-Hermitian systems with point gaps can exhibit fun-
damentally different behaviors in the presence of disorder. For instance, in the absence of
energy conservation, it was found that weak disorder does not localize all states, even in 1D
systems [3, 4]. Instead, similar to their higher-dimensional Hermitian counterparts, in 1D
non-Hermitian systems localized and delocalized eigenstates are separated by mobility edges
across which the localization length diverges. A recent work has shown that this divergence
is governed by a universal critical exponent taking the value ν= 1 [5].

One of the practical uses of the theory of eigenstate localization is to predict the dynamics
of individual wave packets. In Hermitian systems, this is straightforward: the initial wave
packet is decomposed into a superposition of states with different energies. The wave packet
components above the mobility edge diffuse through the medium, while those below the mo-
bility edge stay localized. By contrast, non-Hermitian systems break energy conservation, such
that it is no longer possible to directly describe the wave packet dynamics by separating it into
components with different energies.

Here we demonstrate that the difference between single energies and wave packets is pro-
found. Because in the long-time limit any wave packet in a system with a point gap converges
to a maximally amplified waveform, the asymptotic shape of the wave packet may change
discontinuously when the system parameters are varied. This enables a metal-metal transi-
tion between different unidirectionally amplified phases in addition to the previously known
localization transition. Furthermore, in finite-size systems the fluctuations of the maximally
amplified energy are self-averaging, which results in a critical exponent ν ≈ 1/2 that is close
to our analytical estimate of 1/2.

The structure of the manuscript is as follows. In Sec. 2 we demonstrate the universal
convergence of wave packets in weakly disordered systems to the maximally amplified wave-
form. In Sec. 3 we study the transition between distinct propagating phases. In Sec. 4 we
show that the wave packet single-frequency transition differs from the static non-Hermitian
single-frequency transition. We conclude in Sec. 5.
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Figure 1: Maximally amplified waveforms of disordered Hatano-Nelson systems
Eq. (1), with disorder in units of the model bandwidth W . Random disorder terms
Ui, j with i ∈ {0, 1,2} and j the site number (1) are sampled from distributions with
standard deviation δi . We set δ0 = δ1 = δ2 ≡ δ. (a) Magnitude of the Fourier com-
ponents |ψ(k)|2 of a wave packet evolved under HHN for δ = 0.01 (red) and δ = 0.3
(black). The maximally amplified Fourier component of the system with low disorder
is marked by k0. (b) The average drift velocity vdrift as a function of disorder strength
δ, and a the lattice constant. (c) Eigenvalues of HHN for a single disorder realization
with disorder strength δ = 0.08. The point of maximal amplification εmax is high-
lighted with green. (d) Eigenvalues of a disordered system with disorder δ = 0.15.
εmax is highlighted in green. Plot details in App. A.

2 Maximally amplified wave packet

Unlike their Hermitian counterparts, one-dimensional (1D) non-Hermitian systems with no
symmetries do not localize in the presence of weak disorder [3, 6, 7]. The different Fourier
components of the wave packet, which are coupled by scattering events, are amplified at dif-
ferent rates, depending on the value of ε, the imaginary part of their energy E + iε [4]. The
eigenstate whose eigenvalue has the largest positive imaginary component, εmax, is ampli-
fied the fastest. This means that any waveform in a weakly disordered medium converges to
the maximally amplified waveform, forming an envelope in Fourier space around the point of
maximal amplification k0.

To demonstrate this we consider a Hatano-Nelson Hamiltonian [3]:

HHN =
∑

j

U0, j| j〉〈 j|+
�

−
W
2

e−h + U1, j

�

| j〉〈 j + 1|+
�

−
W
2

eh + U2, j

�

| j + 1〉〈 j| , (1)

where the sum runs over sites j of the system, W is a hopping parameter that sets the band-
width of the system, h fixes the magnitude of the hopping asymmetry, and Uk, j are the complex
disorder coefficients whose real and imaginary parts are independently sampled from a nor-
mal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation δk. Thus, δk models the strength of
each type of disorder (onsite or hopping).

We time-evolve wave packets numerically by Taylor expanding the time-dependent
Schrs̈odinger equation to first order [See App. B for numerical methods]. For concrete-
ness, throughout the following we consider an initial wave packet that has a Gaussian pro-
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file u(x) = e−ikx e−(x−x0)/2σ2
. This wave packet is initialized at the center of the periodically

wrapped lattice (x0 = 0), with a width one tenth of the width of the lattice (σ = L/10) and
with the same initial velocity (kx = π/2) for all simulations. The wave packet evolving un-
der the weakly disordered Hatano-Nelson model Eq. (1) converges to an envelope around the
point of maximal amplification k0 [Fig. 1 (a), red curve], where k0 is the k-point corresponding
to the eigenvalue with the largest positive imaginary part, calculated from the dispersion of
the Hamiltonian without disorder. For large disorder, the waveform acquires a non-universal
shape whose center of mass is not guaranteed to be located around k0 [Fig. 1 (a), black curve]
.

The motion of the center of mass of the waveform in real space defines the drift velocity of
the wave packet, vdrift = ∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉/〈ψ|ψ〉], with x̂ the position operator. We evaluate this
expression and obtain:

∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉/〈ψ|ψ〉] =
1
2
〈ψ|∂k

�

H +H†
�

|ψ〉+
i
2
〈ψ|{H −H†, 〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉 − x̂}|ψ〉 , (2)

where {·, ·} is the anticommutator and where we normalize the wave function such that
〈ψ|ψ〉= 1. Details of the derivation of Eq. (2) are in Appendix C.

The momentum-space non-Hermitian generalization of the current associated with a
Hamiltonian H is defined as J(H) = −∂kH. The first term of (2) is Re(〈ψ|J |ψ〉) and for a
single Bloch state k0, ∂t〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉k0

= Re(J)|k0
. For the Hatano-Nelson Hamiltonian (1),

J(HHN) =
∑

j

i
�

−
W
2

e−h + U1, j

�

| j〉〈 j + 1|+ i
�

W
2

eh − U2, j

�

| j + 1〉〈 j| . (3)

At the localization transition, the drift velocity of the wave packet vdrift falls to 0 [Fig. 1
(b)]. We observe that below the localization transition, vdrift is finite and Re(J) at εmax is also
finite [Fig. 1 (c)], and likewise when the wave packet is localized the Re(J) at εmax is 0 [Fig. 1
(d)]. Finiteness of the drift velocity and Re(J) at εmax are a consequence of the existence of a
point gap in the spectrum of the Hamiltonian: a finite area enclosed by the dispersion relation
of the Hamiltonian in the complex plane.

Disorder shifts eigenvalues around in the complex plane, resulting in a different eigenstate
becoming maximally amplified. Disorder also nontrivially changes the Re(J) of these eigen-
values. For strong disorder, the maximally amplified eigenstate is generically localized and
Re(J) = 0. The maximally amplified state may have nonzero Re(J) [Fig. 1 (c)], and therefore
be delocalized [Fig. 1 (b)] or have zero Re(J) [Fig. 1 (d)], and therefore be localized [Fig. 1
(b)]. If that state is delocalized, then the system delocalizes. Likewise if it is localized the
system is localized even if other states in the systems are delocalized, since these states are
always less amplified than the state at εmax. Fig. 1 (d) shows that although delocalized states
exist for ε < εmax, the system is localized because the maximally amplified state at εmax has
Re(J) = 0.

3 Transition between propagating phases

The expectation that propagating waveforms in non-Hermitian systems always evolve to the
maximally amplified waveform suggests that a transition between competing propagating
phases whose ε are close to εmax should be possible. Here we construct a Hamiltonian with an
∞-shaped dispersion relation that allows to discontinuously switch the velocity of a maximally
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Figure 2: Phase transition between left and right moving wave packets of Hamil-
tonian H∞ (4), with onsite and hopping disorder strength in units of the system
bandwidth W . Random disorder terms Ui, j with i ∈ {0,1, 2,3, 4} and j the site
number (4) are sampled from distributions with standard deviation δi . We set
δ0 = δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = δ4 ≡ δ = 0.1. (a) Real-space spectra for φ = 0.3 (most
transparent), φ = 0 (intermediate transparency) and φ = −0.3 (most opaque). (b)
Rescaled Re(J) of the maximally amplified eigenstate and (c) vdrift around φ = 0. In-
sets: scaling function of the slope at the transition and the 95% confidence interval.
Plot details in App. A.

localized wave vector as a function of its parameters [see Fig. 2 (a)]:

H∞ =
∑

j

U0, j| j〉〈 j|+
�

Weiφ

2
e−h + U1, j

�

| j〉〈 j + 1|+
�

Weiφ

2
eh + U2, j

�

| j + 1〉〈 j|

+

�

Weiφ

2
e−h + U3, j

�

| j〉〈 j + 2|+
�

−
Weiφ

2
eh + U4, j

�

| j + 2〉〈 j| , (4)

where the sum runs over sites j of the system, W is a hopping parameter that sets the band-
width of the system, φ rotates the spectrum in the complex plane, and where std(Uk, j) = δk
as in (1). The non-Hermitian generalization of the current J is given by

J(H∞) =
∑

j

i

�

Weiφ

2
e−h + U1, j

�

| j〉〈 j + 1|+ i

�

Weiφ

2
eh + U2, j

�

| j + 1〉〈 j|

+ 2i

�

Weiφ

2
e−h + U3, j

�

| j〉〈 j + 2| − 2i

�

We−iφ

2
eh + U4, j

�

| j + 2〉〈 j| . (5)

The eigenstates associated to the eigenvalues at the top of the left lobe of the complex
dispersion relation propagate to the left, while those at the top of the right lobe propagate
right, as shown by the sign of Re(J). By continuously tuning φ through 0, there is a discon-
tinuous change in the eigenvalue with the largest positive imaginary component [Fig. 2 (a)]
which leads to an abrupt transition between two different maximally amplified eigenstates.
When φ ̸= 0, wave packets are amplified either predominantly to the left or to the right. The
maximally amplified eigenstate of H∞ at φ = 0− propagates to the left, and the one at φ = 0+

propagates to the right, meaning there is a metal-metal transition at φ = 0. This transition is
marked by a switch in the signs of both Re(J) and vdrift [Fig. 2 (b)-(c)].

In the presence of disorder and for finite system size, the average of Re(J) at εmax and vdrift
changes linearly in the vicinity of φ = 0, with an intermediate localized point at the middle
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Table 1: Scaling parameters of the phase transitions shown in Fig. 2 and 3.

Model Quantity Scaling exponent

H∞ (4) Re(J) 0.41± 0.01

vdrift 0.45± 0.03

HHN (1) vdrift 0.38± 0.04

of the transition. The slope of this transition increases with system size L (for Re(J)), and the
total number of simulated time steps tmax (for vdrift). We therefore confirm that the transition
between the two propagating phases on either side of φ = 0 does not go through a localized
phase.

We examine finite-size scaling of the system at the transition. Due to the shape of the
spectrum of H∞ [Fig. 2 (a)] on either side of the transition, the distribution of E is bimodal,
grouped around two values where ε is the largest. The variance of the individual peaks is
the same at the transition point φ = 0. Their standard deviations dictate the width of the
transition, as φ · t is required to be larger than these standard deviations in order for one part
of the spectrum, and therefore one value of Re(J) to ‘win’ over the other.

There are several considerations we can make in order to estimate the scaling of
these standard deviations as a function of system size. The variance of the peak posi-
tions equals to the variance of the expectation value of the disorder U(x) in the system,
var(〈ψ|U(x) |ψ〉) = var(

∫ L
0 ψ
∗(x)U(x)ψ(x)d x). We reach an analytical expression for the

scaling of the variance of the peak by assuming that the maximally localized wave packets
spread throughout the system on both sides of the transition so that |ψ| ∼ const. There-
fore the dependence of the variance of the expectation value on system size L is given by
var(L−1
∫ L

0 U(x)d x) = L−2 · var
�

∫ L
0 U(x)d x
�

∝ L−2 L = L−1. From this we conclude that the
standard deviation of each peak of the distribution of ε, and therefore the width of the transi-
tion, scales with 1/

p
L. This leads to the expectation for the finite-size scaling of b(L) to followp

L. This estimate differs from the critical exponent ν = 1 [5] of the single energy delocal-
ization transition and suggests that the two transitions are of different nature. This analytical
argument relies solely the existence of two non-adjacent maxima of Im(E), and therefore ap-
plies to a broad class of models, suggesting that the metal-metal transition is universal.

To compute the critical exponent from the numerical simulations we fit vdrift and Re(J) of
Fig. 2 with the function

a tanh(bφ) , (6)

where a and b are functions of system size L for Re(J) fits, and functions of simulation time
tmax for vdrift. We choose b as our relevant scaling parameter, since it measures the width
of the transition. The fitting function tanh(bφ) has a discontinuous jump at L →∞ similar
to scaling variables in other systems, such as Hall conductivity σx y at quantum Hall plateau
transitions. The numerical results for Re(J) at εmax show that the critical exponent extracted
from the scaling is ν ≈ 1/2, as predicted by our analytical estimate [inset of Fig. 2 (c)]. At
this moment we cannot deterimne whether the difference of the numerical results and the
analytical estimate ν = 1/2 as reported in Table 1 is potentially due to finite-size effects of
the simulation or a missing aspect of the analytical estimate. Although we have no analytical
argument for the scaling of vdrift, it also appears to be closer to ν = 1/2 scaling than ν = 1
scaling [see inset of Fig. 2 (d) and Table 1]. App. D contains further discussion of the bimodal
behavior.
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Figure 3: Finite-size scaling of the Hatano-Nelson Hamiltonian Eq. (1), with onsite
disorder. Random disorder terms Ui, j with i ∈ {0,1, 2} and j the site number (1) are
sampled from distributions with standard deviation δi . We set δ1 = δ2 = 0 and label
δ0 as δ. (a)-(b) The Hatano-Nelson spectrum for disorder strength (a) δ = 0.3 and
(b) δ = 1.2. (c) Rescaled wave packet drift vdrift at the transition point, collapsed
using the relevant scaling parameter b(tmax) and the irrelevant scaling parameter
c(tmax). Inset: fit of the scaling parameter b(tmax) and the 95% confidence interval.
(d) Comparison of vdrift (green) to Re(J) of εmax (blue) for system sizes L = 103. Plot
details in App. A.

4 Metal-insulator transition

The metal-metal transition behaves differently from the single-frequency response, which
raises the question whether the metal-insulator transition is also different. In the presence
of non-Hermitian disorder in both the onsite and hopping terms, the metal-insulator transi-
tion of the Hatano-Nelson Hamiltonian is the result of a discontinuous change in εmax [Fig. 1
(b)-(d)], and the same arguments as the metal-metal transition apply there. We therefore test
whether a transition that does not involve a discontinuous switch of εmax and E matches the
single-frequency response. The original Hatano-Nelson Hamiltonian [3] fulfills this condition.
We obtain this Hamiltonian by setting the disorder terms δi of Eq. (1) to be 0 except for δ0.
Here the maximally amplified state is the last state to localize, as the mobility edge moves
from the largest absolute values of E to the smallest [Fig. 3 (a)-(b)].

The shapes of the vdrift(δ) curves of Fig. 3 do not lend themselves to a tanh fit. The scaling
variable b we choose in this case is the maximum slope during the transition. We also track
an irrelevant scaling variable c to ensure the superposition of the rescaled curves. The vdrift
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curves do not fully collapse at the transition [Fig. 3 (c)]. The scaling of vdrift is b(tmax)∝ t0.38
max .

We have no analytical expectation for the scaling of vdrift, however we cannot rule out that the
different critical exponent is due to finite-size effects and a finite resolution of the simulation,
as demonstrated by the quality of the fit of the scaling parameter [see inset of Fig. 3 (c)]. The
scaling behavior differs from ν= 1 and is close to ν= 1/2.

Here Re(J) does not exhibit finite-size scaling and therefore does not show a phase tran-
sition. The phase transition of vdrift is thus ascribable to the non-linear term of Eq. (2) since
it is absent from the linear term. Re(J) and vdrift nevertheless both fall to 0 at the same point
[Fig. 3 (d)]. When taking the biorthogonal expectation value to calculate Re(J), finite-size
scaling does occur [See App. E for discussion].

5 Conclusion

We showed that the dominant dynamics are attributable to a single point in the Fourier space
of wave packets, which corresponds to the maximally amplified eigenstate. In the long time
limit and in the presence of disorder, wave packets follow a behavior that is independent of
initial conditions because they converge to the maximally amplified waveform. Focusing on
the metal-metal transition, we presented an analytical argument that yields an expected value
of the critical exponent of ν = 1/2 in any model with two separate maxima of the dispersion
relation in the complex plane. For transitions between propagating phases as well as for lo-
calization transitions, our numerical results yield ν≈ 1/2, with deviations from our analytical
prediction ν= 1/2 likely due to finite-size effects. The reasonable agreement between our nu-
merics and our analytical estimate is a strong indication that ν= 1/2 is universal. Our results
clearly prove that wave packet transitions in disordered non-Hermitian media differ from the
single-frequency response, ν= 1.

In our simulations we have observed that drift velocity of a wave packet vdrift(tmax) follows
a scaling law similar to the scaling of an eigenstate in a finite system. It is not obvious that
this equivalence is guaranteed, and further studies are required.

The nature of transitions in higher-dimensional non-Hermitian systems remains an open
question. Preliminary results for two-dimensional systems show that the critical exponent
differs from both ν = 1 and ν = 1/2 [App. F]. It is therefore likely that the critical exponents
of wave packet dynamics in non-Hermitian systems are dimension-dependent.

Non-Hermitian systems are naturally realizable in experiment, and non-Hermitian wave
packet dynamics are studied in photonic lattices and electrical circuits [8–10, 10–14]. The
transition between propagating phases can be implemented as a switch tuned by a continuous
parameter, with uses in control or sensor systems.
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A Model and plotting parameters

For Fig. 1 (b), δ is varied between 0.01 and 0.3 in 50 steps, and the average drift velocity
is averaged over 600 different disorder configurations. The spectra of panels (c) and (d) are
calculated for systems composed of 300 lattice sites, and parameter h set to 0.3. For panels
(a) and (b), the wave packet evolution was performed on system sizes of 600 sites, in steps of
d t = 0.01 for 60000 steps. For panel (a) the results displayed in the figure are taken at the
last step of the time evolution. The disorder strength δ is given in units of W the bandwidth
of HHN.

For Fig. 2, the spectra, Re(J) and the wave packet results are obtained for systems with
sizes L ∈ {199,238, 285,341, 408,488, 584,698, 836,1000}. Results for Re(J) and wave
packets are averaged over 2000 and 500 different disorder configurations respectively. The
wave packet evolution was performed in steps of d t = 0.01 for L/d t steps. The tilt angle φ
was varied between −0.1 and 0.1 in the following way: 20 points between −0.1 and −0.03,
100 points between −0.03 and 0.03, and 20 between 0.03 and 0.1. The disorder strength is
set to δ = 0.1 in units of the bandwidth W of the Hamiltonian Eq. (4).

For Fig. 3, the parameter h is set to 0.3. Ten different system sizes L are simulated,
L ∈ {199, 238,285, 341,408,488, 584,698, 836,1000}. Results are averaged over 500 dif-
ferent disorder configurations for each value of disorder strength. The wave packet evolution
was performed in steps of d t = 0.01 for L/d t steps, with the values of L as stated above.

For the insets of Fig. 2 (b)-(c) and Fig. 3 (c), the error of the scaling fit is shown using the
95% confidence interval.

For Fig. 4, panel (a) data is made up of 5000 disorder configurations, for systems 800 sites
long. Panel (c) data is made up of 3000 disorder configurations, for systems 800 sites long.
Panel (c) data is made up of 2000 disorder configurations, for systems 1000 sites long. Panel
(d) data is made up of 3000 disorder configurations, for systems 800 sites long and δ = 0.8.
The wave packet results are obtained for time evolution step size d t = 0.01 and total time
steps L/d t.

Fig. 7 is composed of unscaled data that was obtained and used in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
For Fig. 6, the wave packet evolution was performed in steps of d t = 0.01 for L/d t steps.

Five different system sizes L × L were simulated, with L ∈ {64,85, 113,150, 199}. Disorder
strengths were varied between 0.01 and 0.5 in 50 steps. For each disorder strength, the result
is averaged over 400 different disorder configurations.

For Fig. 5, panel (a) data for δ = 0.01 is composed of 100 different disorder configu-
rations for systems of 800 sites. Panel (a) data for δ = 0.1 is made up of 1000 disorder
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configurations, for systems 1000 sites long. Panel (b) data is made up of 5000 disorder con-
figurations, for systems 800 sites long and δ = 0.8. For panel (c), results for Re(J) and wave
packets are averaged over 500 different disorder configurations. The tilt angle φ was varied
between −0.1 and 0.1 in the following way: 20 points between −0.1 and −0.03, 100 points
between −0.03 and 0.03, and 20 between 0.03 and 0.1. Results are obtained for systems with
sizes L ∈ {199, 238,285, 341,408, 488,584, 698,836, 1000}. The disorder strength is set to
δ = 0.1 in units of the bandwidth W of the Hamiltonian (4). For the insets of panels (c)-(d),
the error of the scaling fit is shown using the 95% confidence interval.

B Numerical methods

The time evolution of the wave packets was calculated using the scaled Taylor expansion
method to first order [16–18], obtaining

|ψ(t + d t)〉= |ψ(t)〉 − iH|ψ(t)〉d t , (B.1)

where |ψ(t)〉 is the wave function at time t, d t is the time step, and H is the Hamiltonian dic-
tating the time evolution. The simulation time t and timesteps d t are in units of the bandwidth
W of the system. We choose d t = 0.01, but we have separately checked that our results hold
also for smaller time steps. In our simulations we initialize the system from the same real-space
Gaussian wave packet. In order to ensure that the wave packets do not reach the system bound-
ary, we limit the total number of time steps used for a simulation to tmax = L/(a · d t · vdrift),
with L the system size, a the lattice constant and vdrift the drift velocity of the wave packet
for low disorder. Above the localization transition, tmax is not shortened in order to record
instances of ‘teleportation’ of the drift center of the maximally amplified wave packet, which
contribute to the average velocity.

The method is based on the following expression for the matrix exponential

e−i tH = lim
N→∞

�

I −
i tH
N

�N

, (B.2)

where N is the number of time steps. Fixing the time step (d t = t/N) and the number of steps
(N) we get an approximation for the time evolution operator as:

e−i tH ≈ (I − id tH)N . (B.3)

The error introduced at each subsequent time step can be estimated using the errors cal-
culated for Taylor polynomials of the first order as [17,18]:

δ =


e−id tH − I + id tH


≤
d t2∥H∥2

2
1

1− d t∥H∥
3

, (B.4)

where ∥·∥ is any well defined matrix norm, for simplicity we use the spectral norm. For normal-
ized Hamiltonians ∥H∥= 1 and d t ≤ 1, the error introduced at each time step is δ ≤ 3d t2/4.

C Analytical form of wave packet center of mass drift velocity

In this section we provide details concerning the derivation of Eq. (2).
Starting from ∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉/〈ψ|ψ〉] and using the quotient rule,

∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉/〈ψ|ψ〉] =
∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉] · 〈ψ|ψ〉

〈ψ|ψ〉2
−
〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉 · ∂t[〈ψ|ψ〉]

〈ψ|ψ〉2
. (C.1)
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We first calculate ∂t[〈ψ|ψ〉]. Using

|ψ〉= e−i tH |0〉 , (C.2)

〈ψ|= 〈0|ei tH†
, (C.3)

we find

∂t[〈ψ|ψ〉] = ∂t[〈0|ei tH†
e−i tH |0〉] (C.4)

= 〈0|iH†ei tH†
e−i tH |0〉+ 〈0|ei tH†

(−iH)e−i tH |0〉 (C.5)

= i〈ψ|H† −H|ψ〉 . (C.6)

Similarly for ∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉],

∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉] = ∂t[〈0|ei tH†
x̂ e−i tH |0〉] (C.7)

= 〈0|iH†ei tH†
x̂ e−i tH |0〉+ 〈0|ei tH†

x̂(−iH)e−i tH |0〉 (C.8)

= i〈ψ|H† x̂ − x̂H|ψ〉 . (C.9)

Substituting these expressions into Eq. (C.1), we obtain

∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉/〈ψ|ψ〉] = i〈ψ|H† x̂ − x̂H|ψ〉 − i〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉〈ψ|H† −H|ψ〉 , (C.10)

where we use that 〈ψ|ψ〉= 1.
We then express Eq. (C.10) in terms of the current operator J = i[H, x̂]. Using

Re(J) = − Im([H, x̂]) =
i
2
(〈ψ|[H, x̂]|ψ〉 − 〈ψ|[ x̂ , H†]|ψ〉) (C.11)

= 〈ψ|(H x̂ − x̂H − x̂H† +H† x̂)|ψ〉 , (C.12)

we obtain

∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉/〈ψ|ψ〉] = Re(J) +
i
2
〈ψ|(H† x̂ − x̂H −H x̂ + x̂H†)|ψ〉 − i〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉〈ψ|H† −H|〉 .

(C.13)

We rewrite the second and third terms of Eq. (C.13) as

∂t[〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉/〈ψ|ψ〉] = Re(J) +
i
2
〈ψ|(H† x̂ − x̂H −H x̂ + x̂H† + 2〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉(H −H†))|ψ〉

(C.14)

= Re(J) +
i
2
〈ψ|((H −H†)(2〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉 − x̂)− x̂(H −H†))|ψ〉 (C.15)

= Re(J) +
i
2
〈ψ|((H −H†)(〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉 − x̂)− (〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉 − x̂)(H −H†))|ψ〉

(C.16)

= Re(J) +
i
2
〈ψ|{(H −H†), (〈ψ| x̂ |ψ〉 − x̂)}|ψ〉 . (C.17)

D Multimodal behavior

Here we discuss the shape of the distributions of Re(J) and vdrift of both the H∞ [Eq. (4)] and
HHN [Eq. (1)] models around the transition point.
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Figure 4: Multimodal and bimodal distributions of Re(J) and vdrift of the Hamilto-
nians H∞ [Eq. (4)] and HHN [Eq. (1)]. For the Hatano-Nelson Hamiltonian (1),
random disorder terms Ui, j with i ∈ {0,1, 2} and j the site number are sampled
from distributions with standard deviation δi . We set δ0 = δ1 = δ2 ≡ δ. For
the Hamiltonian H∞ (4), random disorder terms Ui, j with i ∈ {0,1, 2,3, 4} and j
the site number are sampled from distributions with standard deviation δi . We set
δ0 = δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = δ4 ≡ δ. (a), (c) distributions of Re(J) of the maximally am-
plified state and vdrift of the H∞ model at φ = 0 and δ = 0.1. (b), (d) distributions
of Re(J) of the maximally amplified state and vdrift of the HHN model at φ = 0 and
δ = 0.8. Plot details in App. A.

For H∞, the distribution of Re(J) of the maximally amplified eigenstate is bimodal [Fig. 4
(a)]. The distribution of vdrift is multimodal [Fig. 4 (c)]. The multimodality arises from the
disorder nontrivially shifting eigenvalues of H∞ in the complex plane, creating two bimodal
distributions for vdrift, one on each side of the transition in φ. The same multimodal behavior
is seen in Re(J) of the maximally amplified eigenstate when using biorthogonal expectation
values to calculate J [App. E, Fig. 5 (a)].

For HHN, Re(J) does not exhibit a transition [Fig. 3 (d)], and its distribution close to the
vdrift transition is centered around a small but finite value [Fig. 4 (b)]. The scaling of vdrift of
the Hatano-Nelson model HHN does not exactly follow

p
tmax [Table 1 and Fig. 3 (d)] but a

bimodal distribution is still observed close to the transition [Fig. 4 (d)]. Close to the transition
point, the distribution of vdrift has two peaks, with one broad peak centered around a finite
value, and the other delta function peak around 0. The vdrift around 0 originates from disor-
der configurations that result in localization, and the vdrift with finite velocity originates from
disorder configurations where propagation is still possible.

E Biorthogonal expectation value

In the results of the manuscript, we calculated Re(J) of the state m as Re (〈ψm|J |ψm〉) such
that 〈ψm| = |ψm〉†. In this section we calculate Re(J) of state m as Re (〈ψm|J |ψm〉) such
that 〈ψm| = |ψm〉−1, that is to say 〈ψm| is the m-th left eigenstate and |ψm〉 is the m-th right
eigenstate. We refer to this Re (〈ψm|J |ψm〉) as the biorthogonal expectation value of Re(J).
The behavior of Re(J) is significantly impacted by this change in expectation value, as shown
in Fig. 5.

For the H∞ model, similarly to Fig. 4 for low disorder (δ = 0.01) the distribution of Re(J)
of the maximally amplified eigenstate is bimodal [Fig. 5 (a)]. At finite disorder, the distribution
becomes multimodal, similar to vdrift [Fig. 4 (c)]. The scaling parameter at the transition of
the biorthogonally projected Re(J) scales as L0.44±0.01 [Fig. 5 (c)].
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Figure 5: Re(J) results using biorthogonal expectation values for Hamiltonians H∞
[Eq. (4)] and HHN [Eq. (1)]. For the Hatano-Nelson Hamiltonian (1), random disor-
der terms Ui, j with i ∈ {0,1, 2} and j the site number are sampled from distributions
with standard deviation δi . We set δ0 = δ1 = δ2 ≡ δ. For the Hamiltonian H∞ (4),
random disorder terms Ui, j with i ∈ {0,1, 2,3, 4} and j the site number are sampled
from distributions with standard deviation δi . We set δ0 = δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = δ4 ≡ δ.
(a) distributions of Re(J) of the maximally amplified state of the H∞ model at φ = 0
and δ = 0.1 and δ = 0.01 in units of the bandwidth W . (b) distribution of Re(J) of
the maximally amplified state of the HHN model at δ = 0.8. (c) Rescaled Re(J) of
the maximally amplified state of the H∞ model for δ = 0.1. (d) Rescaled Re(J) of
the maximally amplified state of the HHN model for δ = 0.1. Insets of (c) and (d):
scaling functions of the slope at the transition and the 95% confidence interval. Plot
details in App. A.

The Hatano-Nelson model HHN also exhibits bimodal behavior [Fig. 5 (b)], similarly to the
distribution of vdrift [Fig. 4 (d)]. Close to the transition point, the distribution of Re(J) has
two peaks, with one broad peak around the low-disorder Re(J) value 1.1, and the other delta
function peak around the high disorder Re(J) value 0. In the biorthogonal case, the Re(J) of
the HHN displays a phase transition. The scaling of the transition width is found to scale close
to
p

L, as L0.55±0.02 [Fig. 5 (d)], similarly to the H∞ case.
The Re(J) calculated using the biorthogonal expectation value appears to follow the be-

havior of vdrift more closely, but we do not have an argument as to why this would be the
case.

F Results in two dimensions

We consider the following two-dimensional non-Hermitian model:

HN =
N
∑

d=1

Ld
∑

j

U0, j|xd, j〉〈xd, j|+
�

t xd ,+ + i t ′xd ,+U1,d, j

�

|xd, j+1〉〈xd, j|

+
�

t xd ,− + i t ′xd ,− + U2,d, j

�

|xd, j〉〈xd, j+1| , (F.1)

where the sum runs over all the lattice sites j and the spatial dimensions d of a N -dimensional
system with L/a = 1

a

∑N
d Ld sites, with a the lattice constant. xd corresponds to the spatial
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Table 2: Parameters used for simulating Hamiltonian Eq. (F.1).

Parameter value

t x ,+ 1

t ′x ,+ 0

t x ,− 0.8

t ′x ,− 0

t y,+ 0

t ′y,+ 0

t y,− 0

t ′y,− 1

coordinate in dimension d, and Un,d, j are random disorder terms sampled from a distribution
δn,d . We choose N = 2.

The parameters we use in simulating this model are found in Table 2, and yield the spec-
trum shown in Fig. 6 (a)-(b). Wave packets are initialized at the center of the periodically
wrapped lattice (x0 = [0, 0]), with a width one tenth of the width of the lattice (σ = L/10)
and with the same initial velocity (kx = π/2, ky = 0) for all simulations.

We fit the function a tanh(bδ+ c) to the localization transition of vdrift as a function of δ,
and extract b(tmax). b(tmax) scales as t0.63±0.05

max [Fig. 6 (d)], which differs from the 1D critical
exponents presented in the main text [Table 1]. It is not possible from these results to say
whether the critical exponent of non-Hermitian systems is dimension-dependent or not.
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Figure 6: Finite-time scaling of two-dimensional non-Hermitian model Eq. (F.1) with
parameters 2. (a)-(b) The Brillouin zone of (a) the imaginary part of the energy ε
and (b) the real part of the energy. (c) The unscaled localization transition of vdrift
as a function of disorder. Random disorder terms Ui,d, j with i ∈ {0,1, 2}, d ∈ {x , y}
and j the site number (F.1) are sampled from distributions that all have a standard
deviation of δ0 = δ1 = δ2 ≡ δ. (d) The rescaled curves of (c). Inset: scaling of the
sharpness of the transition. Plot details in App. A.
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Figure 7: Unscaled (a1,b1,c1,d1) and rescaled (a2,b2,d2) Re(J) at the point of max-
imal amplification εmax and vdrift at the transition point, as a function of φ the tilt
angle of the spectrum or as a function of disorder δ. For the Hatano-Nelson Hamil-
tonian (1), random disorder terms Ui, j with i ∈ {0,1, 2} and j the site number are
sampled from distributions with standard deviation δi . We set δ0 = δ1 = δ2 ≡ δ.
For the Hamiltonian H∞ (4), random disorder terms Ui, j with i ∈ {0, 1,2, 3,4} and
j the site number are sampled from distributions with standard deviation δi . We set
δ0 = δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = δ4 ≡ δ. (a1)-(b2) Results for the H∞ model Eq. (4) used in
Fig. 2. (c1)-(d2) Results for the HHN model Eq. (1) used in Fig. 3. Plot details in
App. A.

G Unscaled results

The results for Re(J) at εmax and vdrift shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are rescaled by the scaling
variables b (and c in the case of vdrift). Fig. 7 contains the unscaled data used to obtain Fig. 2
and Fig. 3, as well as the rescaled data for comparison.

We do not show rescaling of the Re(J) at εmax curves of Fig. 7 (c1), since they do not
exhibit scaling.
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